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Abstract

Modern analytics applications combine multiple functions from different libraries and frameworks to build increasingly complex workflows. Even though each function may achieve high performance in isolation, the performance of the combined workflow is often an order of magnitude below hardware limits due to extensive data movement across the functions. To address this problem, we propose Weld, a runtime for data-intensive applications that optimizes across disjoint libraries and functions. Weld uses a common intermediate representation to capture the structure of diverse data-parallel workloads, including SQL, machine learning and graph analytics. It then performs key data movement optimizations and generates efficient parallel code for the whole workflow. Weld can be integrated incrementally into existing frameworks like TensorFlow, Apache Spark, NumPy and Pandas without changing their user-facing APIs. We show that Weld can speed up these frameworks, as well as applications that combine them, by up to 30×.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern data applications use an increasingly diverse mix of algorithms, libraries and systems. In most domains, applications now incorporate statistical techniques, machine learning or graph analytics in addition to relational processing. This shift has given rise to a wide range of libraries and frameworks for advanced analytics, such as TensorFlow [1], Apache Spark [37], SciDB [7], and graph frameworks [21, 31]. Given the demand for advanced analytics, future applications are likely to further embrace these frameworks.

Unfortunately, this increased diversity has also made it harder to achieve high performance. In the past, an application could push all of its data processing work to an RDBMS, which would optimize the entire application. Today, in contrast, no single system understands the whole application. Instead, researchers and developers have optimized individual libraries and functions, such as machine learning or graph algorithms [21, 26, 31]. Because real applications combine many analytics functions and frameworks, however, this approach leaves a great deal of performance on the table.

In particular, most data analytics algorithms are data-intensive, meaning they perform little computation per byte of input data. With separately-optimized processing functions, each individual function is fast, but data movement across the functions can dominate the execution time. For example, even though TensorFlow uses optimized BLAS kernels in its individual operators, algorithms using multiple operators can be 10–30× slower than hand-tuned code. We find similar slowdowns in workflows using Python or Spark.

To address this problem, we propose Weld, a common runtime for data analytics libraries that optimizes across them. Although defining a single runtime that fully understands all workloads (e.g., machine learning, graphs, or SQL) is unrealistic, our key insight is that we can still find simple abstractions that capture the structure of these workloads and enable powerful cross-library optimizations. We show that this approach enables order-of-magnitude speedups both within and across current data processing libraries.

Weld is based on two key ideas. First, to optimize across diverse libraries, Weld asks them to express their work using a functional-like intermediate representation (IR) that is highly amenable to cross-library optimizations such as loop fusion, vectorization, data layout changes, and loop tiling [35]. This IR is sufficiently expressive to capture SQL, machine learning, graph computations and other workloads. Second, Weld offers a runtime API based on lazy evaluation that lets applications build up a Weld computation by calling different libraries, and then optimizes across them. For example, if a user runs a NumPy [28] function on each row returned by a Spark SQL [3] query, Weld can vectorize calls to the function across rows, or push predicates from the function into Spark.

We evaluate Weld using both individual algorithms and applications that combine them. On SQL, machine learning and graph benchmarks, Weld is competitive with hand-tuned code and optimized systems such as HyPer [24] and GraphMat [31]. In addition, we have integrated Weld into Spark SQL, NumPy, Pandas, and TensorFlow. Without changing the user APIs of these frameworks, Weld provides speedups of up to 6× for Spark SQL, 32× for TensorFlow, and 30× for Pandas. Moreover, in applications that combine these libraries, cross-library optimization enables speedups of up to 31×.

Finally, Weld’s approach goes somewhat against the “one size does not fit all” mantra in high-performance database systems [30]. We argue that as applications start to use more and more disjoint libraries, one size will have to fit all to achieve bare-metal performance across them. The cost of data movement through memory is already too high to ignore in current workloads, and will likely get worse with the growing gap between processor and memory speeds. The traditional method of composing libraries, through functions that pass pointers to in-memory data, will be unacceptably slow. To solve this problem, the research community must search for new interfaces that enable efficient composition. Weld’s common runtime approach is one such design point to bring end-to-end optimization to advanced analytics.
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2. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The main question in designing a runtime like Weld is the level of abstraction at which it should operate. Clearly, there is a tradeoff between how much the runtime “knows” about workloads (e.g., does it have machine learning operators as first-class primitives?), and how difficult it is to implement and maintain. In theory, for example, one could imagine extending an RDBMS with primitives for machine learning, graph analytics, and other workloads, and incorporating them into its optimizer and cost model. While past research has shown good results pushing various analytics algorithms into an RDBMS [7, 9, 14, 15], this approach is an uphill battle. For example, in-database machine learning libraries like MADlib [14] do not support new methods such as deep learning, and natural expressions of these methods in SQL do not perform well. Thus, most machine learning development still happens outside databases. Moreover, extending an RDBMS with a new data type or operator is complex, which limits the set of people who can do it, and further limits the rate at which new methods will be made available to users.

In Weld, we take a fundamentally different approach. We believe that the industry will continue to develop disparate libraries for data analysis, and we wish to design a simple, minimal runtime that will perform key optimizations across them while giving users the freedom to pick and choose libraries from any developer. Concretely, our design is based on the following three principles:

1. **Work with independently written libraries.** We believe that future applications will continue to mix multiple libraries, and developers will not wait for a single system to incorporate the best algorithms. The runtime must extract enough information from existing, specialized libraries to optimize across them, and offer enough performance benefits that library developers adopt it, but otherwise get out of their way.

2. **Enable the most impactful cross-library optimizations.** Although many complex domain-specific optimizations (e.g., optimizing mathematical expressions) could be applied across libraries, we believe that the most bang-for-the-buck will be in two simple areas that affect all libraries: data movement and parallelism. We need to make sure that our runtime supports data movement optimizations such as pipelining across libraries and loop tiling, and that it understands the parallel structure of each computation and can therefore optimize parallel code. We show that just these optimizations give some computations in existing libraries a 31× performance boost on a one core and further speedups on multiple cores.

3. **Integrate incrementally into existing systems.** Because the runtime requires integration with each library, we design it for incremental adoption. In particular, Weld’s runtime API allows libraries to move some of their functions to Weld (e.g., specific TensorFlow operators) while keeping the rest outside. Moreover, Weld’s programming interface is familiar to developers: it exposes functional operations such as map and reduce, which are already widely used in data analytics, and it can call existing C functions. Finally, Weld offers key benefits even within a single library by optimizing across separate functions—something that would require complex code generation systems otherwise [24]. Many library developers already write their most performance-intensive operators in languages such as C or OpenCL [18], so we believe there are compelling reasons to write them in Weld.

In practice, data processing systems can integrate Weld in several ways. Many systems, such as RDBMS engines and TensorFlow, break down computations into a small set of physical operators. Writing these operators in Weld will automatically allow both high performance for each operator and optimization across them. Some systems also perform runtime code generation to LLVM, C or Java [18, 24]; these can be modified to emit Weld IR instead.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

At a high level, Weld is based on three key ideas:

1. **An intermediate representation (IR) that captures the structure of common data-parallel algorithms, and supports rich optimizations across them.** For this purpose, we designed a minimal IR that is lower-level than both functional and relational operators, but is still able to capture their parallel structure and express complex optimizations. The IR is sufficiently general to support functional APIs such as Spark, relational operators, linear algebra and graph algorithms.

2. **A runtime API that lets libraries expose parts of their computation as Weld IR fragments.** As applications call Weld-enabled functions, the system builds a DAG of such fragments, but only executes them lazily when libraries force an evaluation. This lets the system optimize across different fragments.

3. **A compiler backend that maps the final, combined Weld IR program to efficient multithreaded code.** We implemented our current backend using LLVM [18]. Because the Weld IR is explicitly parallel, our backend automatically implements multithreading and vectorization using Intel AVX2.

Figure 1 shows how these components combine to optimize an application using multiple libraries. In the rest of this paper, we sketch the current prototype of Weld, focusing especially on the IR. We then present results that illustrate the impact of Weld.

4. WELD IR

The most important architectural element of Weld is its intermediate representation (IR) for code, which is somewhat akin to the logical operator algebra in a database. The IR determines both what workloads can run on Weld and what optimizations can easily be applied. Because our goal is to both support as wide a range of workloads as possible and to perform data movement and parallelism-aware optimizations, we needed an IR with the following properties:
• **Library composition.** Applications can combine libraries in many ways: for example, they may call one library function on the result of another, or even nest parallel functions inside each other (e.g., launching a map operation in Spark and calling a parallelizable function such as a NumPy vector sum inside it). Because Weld will combine IR fragments from multiple libraries, the IR must support composition and nesting.

• **Explicit parallelism.** The operators in the IR must be explicitly parallel, letting the runtime know what can be done in parallel without having to infer it from sequential code.

• **Ability to express optimizations.** We wanted the IR to be able to express both the initial computation and optimizations we make over it, such as loop fusion, so that our backend can implement a wide variety of transformations without leaving the representation. This is akin to how logical plans in a database are both the input and output of optimization steps, and also follows the design of compiler IRs such as LLVM.

We investigated several existing IRs for Weld, but found that they did not meet these goals. Relational algebra expressions, as used in databases, contain explicitly parallel operators but do not support complex composition such as nesting. For example, it would be hard to express the concept of a "table" that contains vectors, each of which can be acted on in parallel. In contrast, compiler IRs such as LLVM are not explicitly parallel, and would require us to infer parallel structure from low-level operations such as loads and stores.

Instead, we developed a simple parallel IR similar to monad comprehensions (T). Our IR is based on parallel loops and a construct for merging results called "builders." Parallel loops can be nested arbitrarily, which allows complex composition of functions. Within these loops, the program can update various types of builders, which are declarative data types for constructing results in parallel (e.g., computing a sum or adding items to a list). Multiple builders can be updated in the same loop, making it easy to express optimizations such as loop fusion or tiling, which change the order of execution but produce the same result.

### 4.1 Data Model

Weld’s IR contains several common data types, shown in Table 1. Apart from scalars, it offers structures, variable-length vectors, and dictionaries. We chose these types because they appear commonly in data-intensive applications as well as low-level data processing code (e.g., dictionaries are useful for hash joins). These types can be nested to represent more complex data.

### 4.2 Operators

Weld’s IR contains basic operators for arithmetic, assigning names to values, sequential looping, and read operations on collections (e.g., lookups into a hash table). It also contains a foreign function interface for calling external C functions. Our IR uses Static Single Assignment form, meaning that variables are immutable once defined, simplifying its analysis.

The IR has two parallel operators: a parallel loop to iterate over data, and builders for constructing results. A builder is a declarative data type that compiles a result in parallel. Builders are write-only; build-once: expressions such as parallel loops can merge values into a builder, but a final result can only be materialized once, after these merges are done. Weld includes multiple types of builders, as shown in Table 2. For example, a vecbuilder[T] takes values of type T and builds a vector from the merged values. A merger[T, func, id] takes a commutative function and an identity value and combines values of type T into a single result.

Builders support three basic operations. merge(b, v) adds a new value v into the builder b and returns a new builder to represent the result. Merges into builders are associative, allowing them to be reordered. result(builder) destroys the builder and returns its final result: no further operations are allowed on it after this call. Finally, the for(vector, builders, func) operator applies a function of type (builders, T) => builders to each element of a vector in parallel, updating one more builders for each one, and returns the final set of builders. The for operator is the only way to launch parallel work in Weld: the iterations of the loop will run in parallel and merge their results into the provided builders.

```weld
// Merging two values into a builder
b1 := vecbuilder[int];
b2 := merge(b1, 5);
b3 := merge(b2, 6);
result(b3) // returns [5,6]

// Using a for loop to merge multiple values
b1 := vecbuilder[int];
b2 := for([1,2,3], b1, (b, x) => merge(b, x+1));
result(b2) // returns [2,3,4]

// Merging results only for some iterations
result(
  for([1,2,3], vecbuilder[int],
      (b, x) => if (x>1) merge(b, x) else b)
) // returns [2,3]

Listing 1: Some simple examples of using builders.
```

Note that because for itself returns a set builders, it can be nested and composed (see Listing 2). This lets Weld express nested parallel programs, including irregular parallelism (where instances of the builders are not explicitly parallel, and would require us to infer it from sequential code). Instead, we developed a simple parallel IR similar to monad comprehensions (T). Our IR is based on parallel loops and a construct for merging results called “builders.” Parallel loops can be nested arbitrarily, which allows complex composition of functions. Within these loops, the program can update various types of builders, which are declarative data types for constructing results in parallel (e.g., computing a sum or adding items to a list). Multiple builders can be updated in the same loop, making it easy to express optimizations such as loop fusion or tiling, which change the order of execution but produce the same result.

### 4.1 Data Model

Weld’s IR contains several common data types, shown in Table 1. Apart from scalars, it offers structures, variable-length vectors, and dictionaries. We chose these types because they appear commonly in data-intensive applications as well as low-level data processing code (e.g., dictionaries are useful for hash joins). These types can be nested to represent more complex data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primitive Data Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scalars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char, int, long, float, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1, T2, ...) for field types T1, T2, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vec[T]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dict[K, V]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 1: Primitive data types in Weld. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Builder Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vecbuilder[T]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builds a vec[T] from merged values of type T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merger[T, func, id]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builds a value of type T by merging values with a commutative function func and an identity value id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictmerger[K,V,func]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builds a dict[K,V] by merging values with a commutative function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vecmerger[T,func]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builds a vec[T] from an initial vector by merging values (index,T) using a commutative function func.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>groupbuilder[K,V]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builds a dict[K,vec[V]] from merged values of type (K,V).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2: Builder types in Weld. |

---

1. Of course, in relational algebra, foreign keys and joins can be used to express arbitrary relationships, but analyzing and optimizing applications expressed this way becomes challenging.

2. In practice, some mutable state will be updated with the merged value, but Weld’s IR treats all values as immutable, and so we represent the result as a new builder object in the IR.
inner loop do different amounts of work). It also makes Weld amenable to a wide range of loop transformations.

lists := [[1, 2], [3, 4, 5], [6]];
result(
    for([lists, vecbuilder[int]], (b, list) =>
        for(list, b, (b1, el) => merge(b1, el))
    )
) // returns \([2, 3, 4, 5, 6]\)

Listing 2: Using nested loops to compute a result over nested data. Here we flatten some nested lists.

Weld places two restrictions on the use of builders for efficiency and correctness. First, each builder must be consumed (passed to an operator) exactly once per control path to prevent having multiple values derive from the same builder, which would require copying its state. Therefore, formally builders are a linear type \([34]\). Second, functions passed to for must return builders derived from their arguments. These restrictions let the backend safely implement builders using mutable state.

4.3 Generality of the IR

Even though loops and builders are the only parallel operators in Weld, they can be used to implement a wide range of programming abstractions. Specifically, Weld supports all of the functional operators in systems like Spark, as well as all of the physical operators needed for relational algebra. For example, the last two snippets in Listing 4 implement the map and filter functional operators. Simply switching these loops to use a merger can implement a reduce. Thus, the Weld IR can express a wide variety of parallel algorithms that have been implemented in functional or relational systems such as MapReduce, Spark, MADlib, and others \([9][11][47]\).

One limitation of the current version of the IR is that it is fully deterministic, so it cannot express asynchronous algorithms where threads race to update a result, such as Hogwild \([26]\). We plan to investigate adding such primitives in a future version of the IR.

4.4 Why Loops and Builders?

Weld contains only loops and builders as its core operators. A strawman design for an IR might have used higher-level operators than a for loop. Unfortunately, this design prevents many optimizations from being expressed easily. Consider the example in Listing 5, where two operations produce a result over the same input vector.

```java
data := [1, 2, 3];
int r1 := map(data, x => x+1);
int r2 := reduce(data, 0, (x, y) => x+y);
```

Listing 3: A map and reduce over the same input vector.

Even though both the map and reduce operations could be computed in a single pass over the data, no operator akin to mapAndReduce exists to compute both values in one pass. More complex optimizations, such as loop tiling, are even more difficult to express in a functional IR. By exposing all parallelism through a single loop construct over builders, patterns like the above can easily be fused into programs such as Listing 4.

```java
data := [1, 2, 3];
result(
    for(data, {vecbuilder[int], merger[+]},
        (bs, x) =>
            (merge(bs.0, x+1), merge(bs.1, x))
    )
) // returns \(([2, 3, 4, 5], 6)\)
```

Listing 4: for loop operating over multiple builders to produce both a vector and an aggregate in one pass.

5. RUNTIME API

Weld uses its IR in conjunction with a runtime API to enable optimizations even across independent libraries in an application. The runtime API, currently available in Python and Scala, lets applications build up a Weld IR expression using lazy evaluation, by combining expressions from different libraries (even across language boundaries). Libraries can then call an evaluate() API in methods that need to output results to run the whole expression.

To illustrate, we consider the function in Listing 5 which uses the Python Pandas \([22]\) and NumPy libraries to compute the total population of all cities with over 500,000 residents. NumPy stores data in C-style arrays. Pandas provides a table-like “data frame” API, where each column is stored as a NumPy array.

```python
def large.cities.population(data):
    # data is a Pandas DataFrame object.
    filtered = data[data["population"] > 500000]
    sum = numpy.sum(filtered)
    print sum
```

Listing 5: A sample Python program using Pandas and NumPy.

In the standard eagerly-evaluated Pandas and NumPy libraries, this code causes two data scans: one to filter out values greater than 500,000 (filtered), and one to sum the values. Using Weld, these scans can be fused into a single loop and the sum can be computed “on the fly”—all without changes to the user’s code. Additionally, this fused loop can benefit from optimizations such as vectorization and predication for further performance gains.

To use Weld for this program, methods in the DataFrame class in Pandas must be extended to return a lazily evaluated Weld object. We must also provide a Weld implementation for the > operator on DataFrame columns and for the numpy.sum function.

Listing 6 shows the Weld IR expressions for implementations of each of these functions. Both implementations use functional “sugar” operators (filter and reduce) that compile into the IR as described in Section 4.3. The runtime API provides support for building Weld expressions from existing objects.

```java
DataFrame column > filter
# Input Weld expressions: v0: vec[int], c0: int
filter(v0, x => x > c0)
```

Listing 6: Implementations of Pandas and NumPy functions using Weld. In the above example, v0 and c0 can be other Weld expressions.

With these implementations, we can now build a Weld program by combining them. Listing 7 shows the final fused Weld expression for the variable sum.

```java
reduce(filter(v0, x => x > 500000),
        0, (x, y) => x+y)
```

Listing 7: The combined Weld program.

Finally, the print statement calls Python’s __str__ operation on this variable to convert it to a string. At this point, our modified NumPy library forces the runtime to optimize and evaluate the Weld expression. After optimization, this function becomes a single parallel loop using a sum builder, as shown in Listing 8.

```java
result(for(v0, merger[+],
        (b, x) => if (x > 500000) merge(b, x) else b)
```

Listing 8: The optimized Weld program after loop fusion.
6. PROTOTYPE EVALUATION

We have implemented a prototype of Weld with APIs in Scala and Python that compiles expressions to multithreaded code using LLVM. The prototype also supports capturing user-defined functions using AST introspection, similar to LINQ [36] and TupleWare [6], for integration into functional APIs such as Spark. To interact with data in the host program, Weld takes pointers directly to existing data, and is compatible with the layout of C arrays and structs. The prototype implements several optimizations, including loop fusion, data, and common subexpression elimination, and vectorization.

In this section, we substantiate the core claims of Weld, namely (1) that Weld can generate highly efficient code for diverse data applications and (2) that there is substantial benefit to optimizing across data-intensive libraries and functions. We run our benchmarks on a machine with an Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 CPU with 12 cores (24 hyperthreads). Our handwritten baselines are compiled using Clang 3.5 (-03, -march=native).

6.1 Performance vs. State of the Art

To evaluate Weld’s raw performance on diverse workloads, we implemented three benchmarks: a set of TPC-H queries for SQL, PageRank for graph analytics, and a simple neural network called Word2Vec for machine learning. For each, we compare Weld to a hand-optimized C++ implementation and an existing high-performance framework. Our C++ implementations are vectorized manually using Intel AVX2 intrinsics and techniques such as predication; they represent our best effort to extract peak performance from our hardware.

Figure 2 shows Weld’s execution time for four TPC-H queries running at scale factor of 10, compared to the HyPer v0.5 database [24] and handwritten implementations. Weld is competitive or outperforms HyPer for all queries. Weld’s speedups for Q6 and Q12 come from implementing predication and vectorization in the backend; HyPer depends on LLVM to vectorize code, which it fails to do for these queries. Weld’s speedups on other queries come from lightweight hash table implementations and dynamic load balancing of work across cores.

Figure 3 shows Weld’s PageRank performance on the twitter rv graph, comparing against a C++ implementation and against GraphMat [31], the fastest multicore framework we found for PageRank. Weld generates code which is competitive with C++ and outperforms GraphMat. GraphMat’s worse performance is likely due to the extra work required to track the activeness of vertices (necessary for other graph algorithms, but not for this version of PageRank).

Finally, Figure 4 shows our results for a common neural network algorithm called Word2Vec [33], which maps words in a vocabulary to a smaller $D$-dimensional space. We compare Weld’s implementation to TensorFlow. Because this algorithm is data-intensive, the TensorFlow developers have also developed a custom C++ kernel that combines the core operators in Word2Vec to eliminate data movement cost [32]. We also compare with this version, labeled TF-Op. Weld outperforms the standard TensorFlow version by 12× by eliminating data movement, and is competitive with the handwritten TF-op. Weld can thus generate parallel code competitive with state-of-the-art systems across at least three domains.

6.2 Accelerating Existing Frameworks

We also prototyped integrations of Weld into four common data processing frameworks: Spark SQL for relational queries, TensorFlow for machine learning, NumPy for linear algebra, and Pandas for data science. In all cases, we added sufficient support to run the operators required for a small test workload.

TensorFlow. We evaluate TensorFlow on a binary logistic regression classifier trained on the MNIST dataset [20]. The classifier identifies each digit in the dataset as either zero or nonzero. We evaluate the default TensorFlow implementation against a Weld-enabled TensorFlow implementation and an optimized implementation using the Eigen [12] library. Figure 4a shows the results. On a single core,
Weld’s lazy evaluation allows IR fragments from each operator to be fused and co-optimized, and achieves a 32× speedup over the baseline. This speedup comes from whole-program optimizations such as dead code elimination, as well as loop fusion to prevent intermediate result materialization. With multiple cores, this speedup reduces to 21×, since the Weld version becomes memory-bound. Weld’s performance is competitive with the C++/Eigen code.

**Spark SQL**. We also integrated Weld into Spark SQL to demonstrate how Weld can improve performance in distributed systems by accelerating single-node performance. We ran these experiments on a 21-node Amazon EC2 r3.xlarge cluster, with one instance running the Spark driver and the others running executors. We evaluated TPC-H queries 1 and 6 on data with a scale factor of 800. The data was read from Spark’s in-memory cache. Figure 5a shows the result; Weld integration provides a 6.1× speedup for Query 1 and a 6.5× speedup for Query 6; these speedups come largely from generating native machine code instead of Java code as in Spark SQL.

**Pandas**. We ran our Pandas integration on a data science tutorial we found online [8]. The workload uses Pandas to clean a dataset of zipcodes, using operators such as string slicing and filtering to strip zipcodes to five digits, remove nonexistent zipcodes, and uniquify the list of zipcodes after these transformations. Figure 5b shows the results, compared with native Pandas and a handwritten C++ implementation. Weld produces fast code by fusing operators in Pandas; even though Pandas’ underlying implementation is in C++, materializing intermediate DataFrames after each operation is costly. Weld also enables automatic multi-threading in the otherwise single-threaded Pandas library; in all, Weld provides a 4.2× improvement over the standard library implementation, and a further 6.5× improvement when transparently parallelizing to 12 cores.

### 6.3 Cross-Library Optimization

Weld’s runtime API also enables substantial optimization across libraries. We illustrate this using a Spark SQL query that calls a User-Defined Function (UDF) written in Scala, as well as a Python data science workload that combines Pandas and NumPy.

Figure 5a shows the result for Spark SQL. We compare a Spark SQL query using an opaque Scala UDF to one using a Weld-backed UDF. The query calls the UDF on each row of a table, then sums the results. Without Weld, Spark SQL generates Java code for the entire query, but the call to the Scala UDF is costly and needs data conversions. Weld combines the whole task into a single IR program, which is optimized to vectorize the UDF calls across SQL table rows before summing them. This leads to a 14× speedup.

The Python workload starts with the Pandas data cleaning task in the previous section [8], then evaluates a simple linear model in NumPy to compute a crime index for each city. It then uses NumPy to aggregate these indices into a total crime index. Figure 5b shows the results. Because Weld collects IR fragments from disjoint libraries and optimizes them together, the system can prevent data movement even across library boundaries. Despite the native NumPy library running over BLAS kernels [19], we observe speedups of 31× over the baseline even on a single core. Apart from preventing materialization through loop fusion, we see further speedups by enabling vectorization of operators across libraries (e.g., the filter in the Pandas library is vectorized and acts as a predicate for the computation carried out by the NumPy function). With multiple cores, we see a further 8× speedup over single-threaded Weld execution, for an overall 250× speedup over the Pandas baseline.

### 6.4 Integration Effort

Our integrations into TensorFlow, Spark SQL, Pandas, and NumPy required fairly low effort, taking only a few graduate student days per framework. Each integration required about 500 lines of one-time “glue” code per framework, which mainly involves marshalling input data, calling Weld’s API to build expressions, and subsequent un-marshalling of the output produced by Weld. In addition, each integration required 50–100 lines per operator ported after the glue code was written. This shows that Weld can be integrated into existing systems incrementally at relatively low cost.

TensorFlow and Spark SQL both have lazily evaluated APIs, so porting them to use Weld was straightforward. Glue code for TensorFlow also included rewriting the parts of the data-flow graph to use Weld operators instead, plus some work in wrapping raw data pointers into types that Weld’s runtime understands. Spark SQL already performs Java code generation on a per-operator basis, so porting this framework simply entailed generating Weld code instead. In fact, Weld could automatically apply optimizations that required significant effort on the part of the Spark SQL developers, such as multi-operator fusion in the style of HyPer [23].

Pandas and NumPy are both eagerly evaluated frameworks, so some glue code was required to produce results lazily until certain “output” operators such as print are called. Table 3 summarizes the integration effort.

![Runtime Comparison](image.png)

**Figure 5**: (a) Spark SQL UDF. (b) Pandas + NumPy Workflow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Glue Code LoC</th>
<th>Per-Operator LoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NumPy</td>
<td>Py: 84, C++: 24</td>
<td>avg: 16, max: 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandas</td>
<td>Py: 416, C++: 153</td>
<td>avg: 22, max: 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark SQL</td>
<td>Py: 5, Scala: 300</td>
<td>avg: 23, max: 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow</td>
<td>Py: 175, C++: 652</td>
<td>avg: 22, max: 85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**: Number of lines of code in our library integrations.

### 7. RELATED WORK

Weld builds on ideas in multiple fields, including compilers, parallel programming models, database engines, and domain-specific languages (DSLs). Unlike most existing systems, however, it aims to provide a runtime that can be used across diverse existing libraries instead of creating a new, standalone programming model in which data-intensive applications should be built.

Runtime code generation is used in RDBMS engines like HyPer [24], LegoBase [17] and Voodoo [25]. These systems are restricted to the relational model, however, and are often complex to write because they need to generate imperative code directly from multiple operators. Tupleware [8] also integrates LLVM-based UDFs into the generated code, but does not aim to integrate general, independently written parallel libraries.

NESL [4], Data-Parallel Haskell [13], and data flow engines like DryadLINQ, Musketee and Spark [10] [22] [35] [17], use functional or relational operators as a parallel IR. While they support some types of fusion transformations, this choice makes it hard to express other transformations that can be captured in Weld, such as loops...
that produce multiple results (§4.2) and loop tiling. OpenCL [29] and SPIR [16] are low-level interfaces to diverse parallel hardware. They let users launch multiple copies of a kernel function in parallel, but do not aim to optimize across different kernel invocations in the same program. In addition, their intermediate representation is sequential (C- or LLVM-like) code.

Weld’s IR is closest to monad comprehensions [11] and to Delite’s multiloop construct [8][27], both of which support nested parallel loops that emit multiple results, and perform sophisticated loop optimizations. However, unlike these systems, which apply the IR in a “closed” environment (relational algebra or DSLs written over a common framework), Weld focuses on optimizing across separately developed, existing libraries written in current languages.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the advent of advanced analytics, data applications have become significantly more complex, combining multiple independently written libraries for functions such as feature transformation, graph analytics and machine learning. Unfortunately, the traditional method of combining libraries via function calls runs into a fundamental barrier on modern hardware: the cost of data movement starts to dominate, creating order-of-magnitude slowdowns. This cost is likely to get worse with the increasing gap between computing capacity and memory speeds.

To address this problem, libraries will need to adopt richer interfaces for composition, which facilitate cross-library optimizations while still giving their developers enough flexibility to implement sophisticated algorithms. We have explored one such interface in Weld, through an API and IR that capture enough structure from data-parallel libraries to perform key data movement and parallelism optimizations, yet support a wide range of workloads. We showed that Weld enables speedups of up to $32 \times$ in current data science frameworks such as Spark, TensorFlow, NumPy and Pandas, and can be integrated incrementally into each framework.

Weld represents only the first step towards a more efficient interface for advanced analytics applications, and one specific design point, but we hope that it helps frame important research questions. In particular, some questions we are exploring next include:

- **Optimization.** How should we design a program optimizer for Weld? Existing techniques from databases, such as cost-based optimization, are likely to be very helpful for the Weld IR, but they need to be adapted to the much broader set of workloads that Weld supports (e.g., nested loops and nested data structures). In addition, Weld’s setting has fewer data statistics available by default. Alternatively, one can imagine sampling or adaptive re-optimization to respond to statistics measured at runtime.

- **Data placement.** Our current IR does not explicitly represent data placement and locality optimizations, though the loop fusion optimizations try to minimize data movement. We would like to extend the IR to support richer placement controls and optimization for targeting NUMA hardware devices.

- **Data access methods.** To integrate Weld into libraries with complex internal data formats, it may be necessary to read and write data to specialized formats such as Parquet, Protocol Buffers, or in-memory pointer-based formats. This process can be costly, making integration of query processing and (lazy) loading attractive [2]. Alternatively, it may be possible to transform Weld IR code to operate directly against other formats.

- **Domain-specific extensions.** While the current IR focuses solely on parallel loops and builders in order to fuse operations and minimize data movement, it is clear that further performance could be gained from adding more domain-specific knowledge. Where is the sweet spot between adding domain knowledge and adding complexity to the IR? For example, would adding linear algebra types and operations enable significant optimizations across math libraries? We plan to investigate extending Weld with User-Defined Types in the tradition of extensible optimizers and database engines.

- **Multi-query execution and optimization.** A classic database technique that is applicable more broadly is sharing work across multiple queries. By waiting to capture multiple Weld expressions within a data science program, we may be able to perform data sharing in complex machine learning or graph workloads.

- **Heterogeneous hardware.** Weld’s explicitly parallel representation and support for complex transformations also makes it a good candidate to target additional hardware platforms, such as GPUs and FPGAs. In many domains, these platforms have become essential for performance, so expanding the set of back-ends we support could really help diversify Weld’s use cases.
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